Analyses and Quality Assurance in Additive Manufacturing

In recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) has developed into a promising manufacturing technology with revolutionary possibilities such as «complexity for free». In contrast, the physical properties of these inhomogeneous or layered components are often neither known nor assessable. This entails new risks and challenges with regard to the quality and reliability of such products, especially for applications in medical technology. The RMS Foundation (RMS) has been pursuing this technology for years in its own projects with a focus on product safety. As a result, a number of AM-specific in-house analyses from investigations of the raw material to the final component, supporting the step from the laboratory to series production have been established.

In AM, component quality is subject to complex interactions between the source material (usually powder) and the choice of production parameters. For this reason, specifically adapted analysis methods are necessary, which are generally not used within the framework of conventional component testing.

Design freedom requires precise control of the geometry. An extensive characterization of the source materials by means of powder analysis methods is decisive for the quality of the final products. Finally, a selection of non-destructive and destructive tests is required for a comprehensive qualification in relation to application-specific properties. This involves taking conventional and new process-specific standards and guidelines into account.

Geometry:
The high degree of design freedom in AM requires «additive thinking» on the part of the designer. Design principles developed for a specific AM process can form the basis for this. These can be determined e.g. by experimental nominal-actual value comparisons or by FE structural analyses.

Flow properties of dry, fine-grained powder

In many AM processes, a key factor is the flowability of the source powder. High-resolution AM processes require fine-grained, free-flowing powder particles for the formation of thin layers. However, dry and fine-grained powders exhibit poor flow properties due to interparticular adhesive forces. A detailed analysis of the multifactorially determined flow properties of the powders used is recommended, as they represent the core of the product quality.

The RMS Foundation offers you all the analysis methods described.

Discuss your questions with us! We will be happy to advise you.
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More information as well as our service catalogue can be found on our website.

RMS Foundation has been certified according to ISO 9001 and is an ISO/IEC 17025 (type C) accredited laboratory.

Subscribe to our mailing list and read more RMS newsletters covering other topics.